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About the Mariner
You are reading the Mariner! The greatest free
monthly English-language student newspaper
in France

SLUT!

Got your attention? Good!

Come and support women’s rights at
the Slutwalk on Saturday the 28th
Details online and on Facebook

FREE! and worth every penny.
MONTHLY! or whenever we don’t run out of
money. Entirely funded by the Mirail, who give
us cold hard cash to drink beer and print photos
of monkeys.
ENGLISH! Not just for karaoke and
chatrooms.
STUDENT-run! By students for students.
NEWSPAPER! We have a website, but in our
hearts we know print journalism is the way of
the future.
FRANCE! Because nobody’s perfect.
Find the Mariner in Bat. 31, the English Foyer,
the Arch, the MIE and in trash cans all over
campus.
Want to join the Mariner? Check our Facebook
for info.
Have something to say? Ideas for a story? A
corection? Some hot gossip? A dirty joke? Send
us an email: the.mariner.news@gmail.com
Write poetry? Sorry.

The Mariner is a monthly student newspaper edited
by Casey Heagerty and Paul Scanlan and proudly
funded by Mirail University since 2010. The Mariner
takes its journalistic responsibilities very seriously.
The Mariner’s masthead was designed by the talented
Florent Guth, and other contributors are credited as
they appear. The Mariner would also like to thank
Dave Finkbrau for his help, and all the Finkbraus
that helped in the creation of the Mariner.

Contact the Mariner
the.mariner.news@gmail.com

facebook.com/themarinernews
Twitter: @themarinernews

Read the Mariner online at:
themarinernews.wordpress.com

Mariner
T-Shirts
Given away
whenever we
think of it.
Find us on Facebook at:
www.facebook.com/
themarinernews

Back to School

Welcome to the Monkey House

S

o here you are. Welcome to the Mirail.

Maybe you’ve just arrived, maybe your back
for yet another year. Maybe you just don’t know
how to leave. Whatever your case, one thing is
sure: you’re going to need help.

If I have a problem...
...with my teacher? Go see the department head. If that
doesn’t work, talk to your department’s student representative. If you can’t find them, contact us.

...with the classrooms or building? Go see the head of the
UFR or their team. Tell them when there’s no toilet paper.
...with enrollment, bourse etc? Go see the student
unions... Sud-étudiant–FSE or UNEF. They can help.

...my parents? Lock your door and turn that Nirvana up.

...with my private parts? Go to the student medical center
(SIMPPS) or a real doctor.
...with my internet security? We all do. See pages 8-9.
...but Jay-Z ain’t it.

...finding cool people. Try the English Foyer or the EIMA
headquarters in the Arch.
...organizing or funding my student project? Go see the
wonderful Ms. Ana Leal in the M.I.E.
...with something deeper than one of the answers above?
-Join the Mariner. We’re here for you.

This map will help you find your classes. Other maps probably won’t.

New to Toulouse?

For starters, our Bar Guide on Page 5 will get you going.
Also, you can forget about soccer/football here. Toulouse is
baseball country.
We don’t say ‘un pain au chocolat’ here, we say ‘une bière.’
Eat cassoulet once. It will stay with you a lifetime.
We sail our rivers on home-made rafts, party in our
laundromats, carol, march, yell, and create amazing things.
Welcome.

Language Opportunities at the Mirail

The university has a number of great language programs. Below you’ ll find a list of some of the
languages available, as well as the price of the course for students.
Arabic (literary or dialectal)		

0€

Italian					0€

Chinese				

0€

Occitain				

Catalan				
Croatian				

0€
0€

Dutch					0€
English				
French			

German				

0€

580€
0€

Greek					0€

Japanese				

0€
0€

Polish					0€
Portuguese				

0€

Russian				

0€

Romanian				

Spanish				
Swedish				

0€
0€
0€

Hebrew				
0€
You’ll make a lot of friends. Watch
out for those students from other As you can see, French is something of a luxury language at the Mirail. If improving your French
departments, though...
is important to you, we recommend taking Occitain - it turned into French once, it can do it again.

On Campus
Student Talk:

How’s Your Enrollment Going?

We asked language students how their enrollment, or, as we call it
“Fun-rollment” was working out for them this year. This is what they
told us...
By Alice, L2 LLCE English

Up till
now it’s been going
well, I have only been in the
line for 5 minutes.
- Doris, 57, Diplome Universitaire in
Classical Arabic S.E.D.
I can’t do
a “double degree” because
I didn’t ask for it earlier so I am
disappointed.
- Ana, 18, L2 English

Last year
I came with my daughter.
We waited a long time but this year it
is ok. This year Célia couldn’t come as she
is in Canada. she’ll take her classes via the
SED.
- Marielle, mom of Célia, 20, L2
English SED

This year, they
didn’t accept my Andorran
Last year
“attestation d’assurance” so I had to pay
I spent 2 hours here. Today
for Social Security. But last year it wasn’t
it seems better.
- Abdelfettah, 20, L1 Arabic
a problem.†
I have been queuing for 5 min
- Jessica, 19, L2 English
and I am nearly at the door for the I.A.,
it seems better than last year. [Last year] we
spent ages waiting and I felt faint because of the
heat of the room.
†
- Gwendoline, 22, L2 Japanese
To be fair, not even we would accept an Andorran
insurance certificate -and we got our
degrees from www.i♥journalism.ru
Bat. 31 two weeks ago. Don’t forget your red pen. Photo credit: Mirail Press Relations

LETTERS FROM DAVE
WOOOOHOOOOO!!!!!!1!!!!!!
Oh man summer! I don’t
know about your guys vacation but dude! I was sitting
around just sweating my
balls off. So I went with
these guys I met to this
crazy party town. Everyone
had these red boy scout
scarf things and everyone
was waaassssted!!!! I learnt
this new drink: red wine and coke which you should definitely
try….. Genius!!!!. …but then these BULLS came running at us.
BULLS!!! The next morning was pretty rough. I woke up in a
doorway and I was missing my backpack my passport AND
my pants! Crazy stuff. WOOOhooooo!!!

Dave Finkbrau, L?, is The Mariner’s legal advisor

calm down the old man, right? I was going to the Mirail to
enroll on Tuesday but I ran in to these students, all dressed
as Smurfs, and asking people for money. And I was like “how
come you’re asking for money?” and they said “FOR BEEER!!!”
So I said “Man, I’m gonna party with you guys!” They kept
talking about airplanes, so I was like “Hey wanna watch me
fly?” Next thing I know… it’s Thursday!

I finally made it to the Mirail!!!!1 It felt good to be back…
except my head lol. At enrollment they wanted to see my
passport, but I was like “Dude, it’s in my pants…and I ain’t
wearing pants…LOOK!” Hahahaaa lol! I thought it was funny.
They sure didn’t. I didn’t try the next day ‘cos I have a
STRICT ‘no work on Friday’ policy. It’s like a central tenet
of my constitutionally protected religion: Weekendism!!!!
So I guess it’s too late to enroll now. No worries, Mirail you
can’t clip my wings. I’ll stick around here anyway. I’m free
So I’m back in Toulouse and it’s time to go back to school,gotta to go to any class I want and I can paaaarty! Woooo-hoo!!!

Bar Guide

The Mariner’s Bar Guide to the Pink City
Dear readers,

We are proud to present to you the very first issue of The Mariner’s Bar Guide to the Pink City:
a selection of Toulouse’s most random bars by the Mariner finest reporters – The Michelin guide
of your crazy nights, the companion to your alcoholism. Forget about Shakespeare and linguistics.
Do what real students do: drink and party hard. So pack up your Gaviscon, and follow us through
this month’s selcetion of bars and pubs. You have one month to try them all, before the next issue.
It’s a bit like Pokemon, but with the kick from the hangover the day after. Cheers!
The Mariner’s Drinking Team

Chez ta Mère

€

Rue des Trois Pilliers - Arnaud bernard
Wed. to Sun. - from 6 p.m.

“Where are you? - At your mom’s.” Without
having to specify what exactly you are doing
with your friend’s mother, the name of this
place has to make you giggle every time you
say it. Cool associative bar, with very attractive
prices (2€ for ½ pint). All you is to sign up for
an open pricing membership card. Yes, that
does make you an official bar member. With
an overly present Greek community, you can
enjoy your 4€ saucisse sèche while listening to
a bearded guy playing bouzouki – despite a
sign in Greek prohibiting the high-pitched
instrument. We liked the friendly atmosphere,
the old movie theater seats and the stage.
And the fact that an association can run a
bar (we’re working on it). We disliked that
nothing stronger than beer or wine can legally
be served, and that they don’t do it anyways.

La Notte

61, rue Pargaminières
Mon. to Sat. - from 5 p.m.

€€€

Aux Caves de la Notte gets by far our random
bar of the month award. Facing the bouncer –
who doesn’t seem to be able to bounce much
– “Open Sesame” will get you into the Ali
Baba’s cave of bad decorative taste. Flags,
signs, glasses, posters, coasters: there isn’t a
single inch of wall without a dubious piece of
ornament. An army of laser lights runs across
the stultifying room, in rhythm with the loud
music – generally ragga or heavy metal. It
smells like weed, you order a Guinness. It is
badly poured. You should have ordered Boisbandé – a homemade rum recipe, pride of the
Mauritian-Moroccan owner. It turns out to
have aphrodisiac virtues – which we were not
told. To run away, try the emergency exit on
your way to the bathroom. It might have an
alarm, but it might not. Random concerts and
theme parties throughout the year.

How to make sense of all this:
Getting laid factor
brothel in disguise
Some call it paradise.

you can do it

If we could, then you can too.

good luck with that
Suit up, and pray.

no way man

Your left hand is your best friend

Trouble factor
freaking Baghdad

Trouble, trouble everywhere.

pretty shady

L’Excale

€ € The illegal bar

56, rue des Blanchers - Saint Pierre
Tue. to Sat. - from 6 p.m.

If you like la Cale Sèche, well stay there. The
owner of l’Excale created the Cale Sèche years
ago, sold the concept, and went on to create
another rum place, unhappy with what his
previous establishment had been turned into.
“L’Ex-cale” is all like his rejected brother, but
better. The wood walls, the pipes and iron
pieces make you want to scream “Ahoy”, chugging down your shot of rum while petting your
pet parrot. Arr. You can start sailing with a
bottle of rhum arrangé (10€ for a bottle), and
then move on to one of their numerous rums,
all lined up and numbered behind the counter
(from 2,50€ per glass... up to much more). If
your pirate self doesn’t know what to get, ask
the bartender, who often looks as drunk as
many customers – a universal sign of quality for
bars. We liked the very lively atmosphere, and
the owner’s goatee. We disliked the cleanness
of the place, which should only be temporary.

€€

Every day - from 11 a.m. to 9.30 or so.

If anybody asks, this is not a bar. It’s a wine
cellar. A few soixante-huitards are sitting in a
small room, sipping wine and smoking cigarettes. They are surrounded with shelves full
of a hundred wine bottles, each of them with a
price written in chalk. It is best to let the owner
pick for you – don’t let his grim look fool you.
Red or white, sweet or dry, he’ll pick a bottle
from his collection of small local wines with
homemade labels and odd names. Some are
organic, some aren’t, all are “natural”. Jazz is
playing, or rock’n roll. You pick up a newspaper
from the counter, it’s a Charlie Hebdo issue
from the 70s. The owner comes back with a
glass and a bottle of wine. The bottle label
reads “On s’en bat les couilles”. Needless to say
this place is our month’s favorite. Bottles are
around 8€ and up, 3€ for a glass. To find it,
Walk from Esquirol to Carmes via Rue des
Filatiers and look for a shady looking wine
cellar. Clue: Eyjafjallajökull.

Disclaimer: We at the Mariner know what is best for you. Forget about moderation. YOLO.

Careful where you step.

family reunion

You’re fine, unless you start the fight.

flower power

Where carebears hangout

Classy factor
Italian silk

You read the Mariner, you won’t get in.

Spanish leather

Your wedding/funeral clothes will do.

Irish wool

Just don’t show up in bathing suit

Nordic bearskins

No one will notice your PJs

Mariner

Beach
Party

Back 2 School

The

You are invited...yeah, YOU!

Bat. 31 parvis
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Fond de Solidarité
et de
Développement des
Initiatives Étudiantes

S

We get paid by:

Featuring:
DJ Dr. Wax
Artificial Beach!
Swimming Pool!

Thursday 26 Sept 4pm

UFR des Langues Party

Paranoia is Healthy

The NSA is Trying to Kill You
“They’re trying to kill me,” Yossarian told
him calmly.
“No one’s trying to kill you,” Clevinger cried.
“Then why are they shooting at me?” Yossarian asked.
“They’re shooting at everyone,” Clevinger
answered. “They’re trying to kill everyone.”
“And what difference does that make?”

I

-Joseph Heller, Catch-22

n Catch-22, Joseph Heller’s famous
World War 2 novel of paranoia and
bureaucratic madness, the hero, Yossarian, believes that the German guns firing
at his B-25 bomber are trying to kill him.

So while US’s National Security Agency is
not literally trying to kill you, it certainly
is targeting you.

You should apply Catch-22’s logic to the
NSA too…and not only because the character in the novel that spills his secrets is
called Snowden; but because Catch-22’s
logic is the only way to make sense of the
enormous scope of what the NSA is doing.
And what are they doing? As the Washington Post has reported, NSA chief Keith
Alexander describes their mission this way:
“Collect it all.”
That means: steal all of the information in
the world. Especially yours.

Every phone call you make, every text message you send, every website you visit, every
email every search, every Skype call - they
are getting it. Every computer you use, they
are in there.
Thanks to whistleblower Edward Snowden,
we know the PRISM program collects
your data via agreements with major internet companies like Google, Microsoft,
Facebook and Yahoo. They also collect your
info via telecom operator and internet providers and by directly tapping fiber-optic
cables. Essentially NSA sticks its straw
into the glass and drinks their milkshake.

If your communications are encrypted,
NSA’s Bullrun program has compromised
the encryption, by paying the computer
companies to create “back doors” into the
code, by hacking those same companies
and stealing their encryption codes and by
subtly weakening international standards.

And they are free to do this to people in
every country around the world, as well
as us here in France. American citizens
are theoretically protected from spying by
their own government, but the limits on

by Paul Scanlan, M1 English

the NSA are so flimsy that they’re practi- Clapper replied, “No, sir.” In other words,
cally non-existent.
he committed perjury by lying under oath
in the Senate. He should be in jail.
President Obama and NSA’s defense of
this worldwide information dragnet is And as for internal controls on what NSA
based on three claims: it’s legal, it’s care- workers and contractors do with the infully monitored to prevent abuse and - the credible surveillance power, they are so
phrase that pays in post-9/11 USA - it weak that NSA analysts even invented a
stops terrorism.
term “Loveint” or Love Intelligence. That
is: spying on that girl they met at the bar
In fact all of these justifications are bullshit.
last night.
After Snowden’s revelations were first
So if the program to collect all of your
made public, Alexander claimed “over 50
personal communications doesn’t even recases where these [programs] contributed
ally stop terrorism, has hardly any oversight
to the understanding and, in many cases,
and frequently breaks the law, why do it?
disruptions of terrorist plots.”
The answer is simple. Power.
You don’t need a Doctorate in textual
analysis to realize that “contributed to the NSA’s budget in 2013 - classified but reunderstanding of ” is not the same as foiling cently leaked by Edward Snowden - is
a terror plot.
$10.8 billion. That’s a lot of plats du monde
at the RU. And each year NSA gets more
In fact the only real “victory” NSA can
money, more staff, more power.
point to in justifying stealing your personal
information is a 2008 case of a Somali taxi If terms like “Information Dominance
driver in San Diego who sent $8500 to al- Center” didn’t already make it clear, for
Shabaab guerillas in Somalia. That’s not Alexander and Clapper and the others at
really the plot of the century.
the top of the US surveillance complex, it’s
all a giant global dick-measuring contest.
Oversight by Congress and the secret
FISA surveillance court, which is supposed Your emails to your Mom? Your chats with
to approve NSA activities, is equally comic. friends? Every “like” you click? It’s just
This perverse and often baffling court, another mark on their ruler.
which meets behind an unmarked door,
Some ask what difference it makes if NSA
approves over 99% of surveillance requests
spies on you - you give the same informaand has been described by Ron Wyden,
tion away on Facebook. But that’s horse
US Senator, as “the most one-sided legal
hockey.
process in the United States.”
How many of you use your real name and
Foreign Policy magazine reported that
turn off all the privacy controls on your
Alexander previously had a control room at
accounts? And even if you choose to do
his “Information Dominance Center” built
so, that’s your decision. Giving something
to resemble the bridge of the Star Trek Enaway is not the same as having it stolen
terprise, complete with “whooshing” doors.
from you.
Members of Congress who visited could
sit in the “captain’s chair” like Jean-Luc To anyone who thinks “I have nothing to
Picard. Seduced by their Hollywood fan- hide” or “My life’s not that interesting
tasy, they somehow forgot to ask Alexander anyway” or “they’re not looking for me;
they’re looking for terrorists,” I say “And
about the illegal stuff he was doing.
what difference does that make?” Don’t
But even when challenged, NSA has a
forget: NSA doesn’t care.
habit of lying about its activities. The
FISA Court, eventually got pissed off Snowden has referred to it as “suspicionless
and accused NSA of “substantial misrep- surveillance.” But I politely disagree. What
resentation” and said it “frequently and NSA has created is omnipresent suspicion.
systematically violated” the law by spying NSA won’t be satisfied until they’ve stolen
every little thing about you. “Collect it all.”
on Americans.
When James Clapper, Director of National
Intelligence and Alexander’s boss, testified
to Congress, Senator Wyden asked him,
“Does the NSA collect any type of data at
all on millions or hundreds of millions of
Americans?”

If you don’t think this is personal, if you’re
not mad as hell about it, you’re wrong.

To paraphrase Yossarian: the NSA is trying to kill you. And it’s not funny at all.

Paranoia is Good For You
Waiting for a French Snowden:

by Casey Heagerty, M2 English

The DGSE - France’s Own Peeping Tom

W

hile revelations of the unchecked
authority of the NSA are blowing through international media, one group
of tech-savvy cowboys are ducking their heads
below the table and holding their breath. The
DGSE, or Direction Générale de la Sécurité
Extérieure*, has been bracing itself for similarly unflattering revelations. While its scale
is small compared to its monstrous American
counterpart, it too lives in a world without
oversight or legal mandate. And a growing
number of citizens of France and elsewhere
are calling for it to be reined in.
Apart from kicking ass in other countries and
blowing up Greenpeace boats, the main purpose of the DGSE is acquiring intelligence
on a grand scale, which it does through three
primary sources: spy satellites, electromagnetic
signals, and large underwater fiber optic cables.
Collecting metadata from these sources, the
DGSE is able to establish complex graphs of
human interactions, both French and foreign,
with which it hopes to better understand and
prevent terrorism.
According to the agency’s technical director,
Bernard Barbier, “France plays in the Premier
League in terms of technological spying capabilities,” handling one of the largest data collection programs in the world, and the second
largest in Europe. Barbier continued his
chest-thumping by allowing that his system
could intercept (and record) over one billion
simultaneous communications.
Barbier went on to explain that, as terrorists
don’t use military-level or specialized encryption or communication, the agency’s focus had
turned toward public networks. We know that
these include emails, text messages, telephone
calls, any social network activity, and more. As
France 24 wrote, the DGSE “systematically
collects information about all electronic data sent
by computers and telephones in France, as well as
communications between France and abroad.”
France has strict laws governing privacy and
personal information, and unlike the United
States, even has government watchdog to monitor the collection of data on its residents. The
Commission nationale de l’informatique et des
libertés, or CNIL, exists for the sole purpose
of protecting the French from the misuse of
information about them, though unfortunately
this organization has no access to or contact
with the DGSE’s massive database. The result
is that it lacks the authority to go after the
biggest abuser privacy: the government itself.

Before the DGSE can legally spy on French
residents, it also must request the authorization of the Commission nationale de contrôle
des interceptions de sécurité, or CNCIS, which
sends the request to the office of the Prime
Minister for his approval, and then finally is
approved by the Groupement interministériel
de contrôle, which, bizarrely, is located underneath Les Invalides in Paris.

Other intelligence agencies, such as the domestic spying Direction centrale du renseignement intérieur**, or DCRI, the Paris Police and
even French Customs, are much more limited
in their collection powers. But what is allowed
is for the DGSE to share its (illegally acquired)
information with these other agencies. It’s like
there’s a group of kids, and they send the dumb
one to Amsterdam to buy pot, and he brings
it back and shares it with his friends. Perfectly
The CNCIS, however, has a staff of eight,
legal!
which includes two secretaries and a chauffeur.
The DGSE could claim that it limits itself to And if all that doesn’t work, France is still one
requests authorized by the CNCIS, or 6,396 of seven countries with direct agreements for
in 2011, but this is just a single drop in the information sharing with the NSA. If the
data-crunching, privacy-stomping well. The NSA picked up the info, it’s not our fault.
DGSE’s large servers are the only source of
But all this is just what we know. As with the
heat for it’s giant Paris campus. And its girevelations about the NSA, most likely the
ant new 1000 m2 state of the art data center
airing of the DGSE’s dirtiest laundry is still
in Yvelines was built solely for communicato come.
tion collected abroad, beyond the CNCIS’s
When Le Monde reported in July that France
jurisdiction.
was running the same types of programs as
France’s Electronic Communications Secrets
the NSA, hardly anyone blinked. Officials reAct (1991) requires any intercepted data to be
main tight-lipped, no courts argued for greater
destroyed within 10 days. In 2012, Barbier
transparency, and the public is still shuffling
proudly declared that “we store all this data
its feet.
for years, and when we’re interested in an IP
address or telephone number, we look it up in our Perhaps it will take a brave French whistledatabases, and we can to reconstitute his whole blower to say: “Hey, what the fuck?”
network.”
Large legal loopholes allow for a great amount
of leeway. French law extends as far as the
*Commonly translated as Directorate Of General Security,
French borders, and beyond that the DGSE or DOGS.
can do what it wants, with absolutely no regulation. The DGSE has “listening stations” in ** The DCRI is scheduled to be renamed the Direction
Générale de la Sécurité Intérieur in January 2014. Conformer colonies and around the world - notably vention will hold that the DGSE will at that point be
Djibouti, next to an underwater fiber optic referred to the Outside DOGS while the DGSI will be
cable so large it’s called one of the backbones the Indoor DOGS.
of the internet. Fiber optic cables are even
excluded from weak laws regulating electroCheck out our blog for more info
magnetic (‘hertzienne’) spying, and with the
and cool links:
amount of raw data, including French data,
passing through them, they’re a favorite of
themarinernews.wordpress.com
DGSE.

DGSE Headquarters, Paris

Events

MUSIC CLUB 2013 -2014

Are you interested in English culture & music? Do you
want to discover new things or introduce people to your
kick-ass underground hipster bands? Once a month, the
Music Club asks a student or a teacher to come and talk
about their favourite English-speaking band, label, artist,
etc… It takes place at the M.I.E. (vnear the former RU)
between 12:30 and 13:30 on Wednesdays. If you would
like to join us and participate in one of the next session,
contact us at music.club.utm@gmail.com We are looking for new speakers! You don’t have to speak English
(although if you read this you probably do speak English..)
or even be a member of the English Department. We
hope to see you soon!

MANIFESTOFF PHOTGRAPHY FESTIVAL

festoff is the first exhibition I’ve
done on my own. My work is suited
to a bar rather than a gallery.”

“During my trip in America my
camera broke and I couldn’t have it
fixed. There, it was ‘I buy it, I throw
it away’ but not ‘I mend it!’ I ended
up taking pictures with disposable
cameras. This series shows the efThis month, in bars across Toulouse, fects of this modern and consumthe price of a beer will delight ing society on social life.”
your taste buds and your eyes!
ManifestOff Photography Festival
festival which lasts until the 27th
September. Manifestoff offers photographers the opportunity to have
their own exhibition. In its 3rd year,
the festival showcases 19 amateur
and professional photographers
from France and abroad.

At le petit London I saw an exhibition of Beaux Arts de Marseille
student Emilie Pugnot’s photos of
her trip through the U.S.
“I particularly enjoy doing photojournalism and social documentary
photography,” Emilie said. “Mani-

By Alice, L2 LLCE English

MANIFESTOFF
6-27 September
http://manifestoff.wix.
com/manifestoff
Festival closing party:
27 Sept. at l’Ex-Cale.
Emilie Pugnot:
http://www.emiliepugnot.fr/
Le Petit London:
7 bis, rue Riquet

Want to advertise your event,
club or boudoir photography in
the Mariner?
email us:
the.mariner.news@gmail.com
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help with
Photoshop...as
you can see

Join the Mariner

Hi, we’re the Mariner, the Mirail’s (and
France’s) greatest free monthly Englishlanguage student newspaper.
And we need your help. We’re looking
for regular, occasional or one-time only
contributors.

P Article are 150-400 words long.
P We love your ideas! If you have an idea, we
like it. (Except poetry.)

P Motivated but no ideas? We’ll help you
P Your English is good enough! Don’t worry,
we’re Editors...we’ll edit you’re Engislh

How to Join

COME MEET US

Tuesday 8, October at 12:30
Foyer d’Anglais

or

SEND US AN EMAIL

the.mariner.news@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/themarinernews

Armando’s Feel-Good Moment: How Low for some Dough?

S

ummer is
gone and
maybe you
are sad because
you spent two
months backpacking
in
South America.
You travelled
through hostile
but
“Oh-mygosh-this-is-socheap-here” countries. Perhaps you formed
drum circles at night with the locals and
went into a trance after drinking too many
sips of their homemade alcohol. B.T.W. if
you were near the border between Peru and
Bolivia, there is a good chance that what
you drank was the same thing hipsters
use to develop their daguerreotypes. No
wonder you found Paco so attractive that
special night. Let’s just say that it was your
little gesture to help the Third World.

If that was your summer, this column is
not for you. This article is for the ones who
struggled during the Dog Days to earn
some pocket money. It is difficult to find a
job when your résumé is filled with:

The job which really kicked my spirit in
the balls was telemarketer for a real estate
company. My job consisted of bothering
people during their dinner time using a
phone book. That’s right, this company had
the same prospecting technique as the one
• Childcare manager
used by fishermen to catch tuna. I did not
(i.e. You babysat your little cousin)
last a long time calling random people.
I vividly remember that every time that
next to:
I heard the little click on my headphone
• Strong computer skills
which indicated that my manager was
listening to me, my
(Meaning that you own a computer and
fingers turned into
you spend a fair amount of time in front
fists.
of it).

The most
attractive
of you will
become
exotic
dancers

But let’s forget about
Finding your first job is difficult because
those bad experithe system is perverse and often baffling.
ences and embrace
You have to lower your standards to get a
with both arms this
contract and be prepare to fill any position.
new year ahead of us
The most attractive of you will be able to
at the Mirail, where
become exotic dancers (sometimes in front
teachers will boost
of your teachers or your parents’ friends) or
your
self-esteem
and
encourage you to give
humiliate yourself by being a “litter boy” at
the
best
of
yourself.
Nah just kidding, it
the Galway Races like I did one summer.
is another dog eat dog world over there.
I divide summer jobs into two categories:
the ones which destroy your body and the
ones which mess up your brain.

Pocket-Sized Dictators

Sex Tape Massacre

North Korean Leader Machine-Guns Ex-GF over “Porn”

O

h, North Korea! Country of freedom of speech, liberty, rainbows
and butterflies. Sweet land of
happiness. Once again they show us a
beautiful example of tolerance.

By Rachel C. Mariam, L2 Art History

one of North Korea’s most famous bands.
Her biggest hit was called ““Excellent
Horse-Like Lady” which we like without
even hearing

Years ago, she was also Kim Jong-un’s
Twenty-five million people live North girlfriend until his father Kim Jong-iI, who
Don’t even ask what he’d do to Miley Cyrus.
Photo credit: North Korean Tourist Bureau
Korea but we know practically nothing disapproved their relationship, told him to
about what’s going inside the borders. put an end to it. Rumor has it they kept on doing a choreographed dance, dressed in
Communications with foreign
their relationship.
skirts with naked shoulders. SHOCKING.
countries are strictly forbidden.
Hyon Song-wol was arrested on the The video was taken during a performance
It’s one of the countries with the
17th of August along with 11 other of the orchestra and there’s nothing sexual
worst records of Human Rights.
members of the group plus their about it. This has led to speculation that
It’s basically a 25 million inmate
there’s more behind the execution. Here
families.
jail. So let’s be clear: Kim Jongare a couple of theories:
Three days later, the 12 members of
un is a tiny modern Hitler or
the band were executed by a firing -Jealousy? Kim Jong-un’s wife Ri Sol-ju
Stalin. Apparently this chubby
squad while their families were used to sing in the same orchestra as Hyon,
Asian midget scares the shit out
forced to watch. The families were and well uh she kinda also banged her
of everyone since the whole world
then sent away to prison camps husband.
seems to know what’s going on,
because of the regime’s assumption -Political? Hyon might have been in touch
but still no one seems ready to do
of guilt by association.
anything about it.
with opponents.
The
reason
for
all
this
violence,
death
and
Anyway,
the
latest
“fucktherWe ♥ North Korea and their jellybeanulesweareNorthKorea!” episode happened cruelty? A “sex tape”. NK has strict anti- shaped Supreme Leader. So much for Huduring the month of August. Hyon Song- pornography laws. So strict that the video man Rights. And may the force be with
wol was a singer of the Unhasu Orchestra, for which 12 people were executed was not you, folks.
porn at all. It shows Hyon and 3 other girls

This
chubby
midget
scares
the shit
out of
everyone

